Woodwork Restoration of an Edwardian House in Oxfordshire
Woodworking Project of the Year, British Woodworking Foundation Awards 2017
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with an unexpected weekend call to Gelder Joinery in November 2015. The request
was to quote for a conservation replacement oak splayed bay window (0.7mt x 3mts x 0.7mt x 3.6mts
high) for a new customer. Having supplied this
window another request followed, this time for
an oak square bay window (1.4mts x 3.3mts x
1mt x 3.9mts high). Having seen the quality of
our workmanship, the architect managing the
restoration asked us to supply the oak gable
truss window above the splayed bay (5.4mts
pitch rising 2.4mts). After this installation a
further request followed for all the external
joinery on the project, which over the next 13
months involved supplying 32 windows, 12 door
sets, three large garage door sets, a Summer
House with decorative roof structure, a Stable
Block structure and numerous other items.
he journey began

Clockwise from above: Splayed bay and gable truss
windows; interior view of the panelled front door; stable
block structure; patio door set.
Page header left to right: Details of the stable roof structure,
front door panelling, gable truss decorative bracket and
splayed bay window.
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Above and below: Summerhouse roof structure
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elder Joinery is

a small family business based in Oxford with
only ten employees: we had to overcome many issues to
undertake such a large-scale conservation project successfully.
One particular challenge involved sourcing 26 cubic metres of
the finest kiln-dried QBA oak. To obtain this volume of oak, four
timber merchants were involved, who in turn sourced much of the
material from France.
Another big challenge we faced was manufacturing the large pieces
of joinery in a workshop space of only 380m2. Employees were
required to think outside the box in the manufacturing process,
resulting in the use of marquees and building temporary structures
onto the side of the workshop, to accommodate the size of the
structures. New equipment including a Re-Saw, Surface Planer
and a Chain Morticer were purchased to improve production
capabilities.

Clockwise from above: The crane-lorry just fitting in the yard; the box
bay during manufacture in the small workshop space; construction in
the temporary marquee ‘workshop’; lifting the splayed bay window
structure; squeezing the crane-lorry down the driveway between
residential houses.

The sheer size and weight of the oak sections required clever
thinking during manufacturing and delivery to site. Most complex
was the Summer House roof (16mts x 11mmts, rising 2.1mts,
with oak internal boarding), which due to its internally exposed
nature required all joints to be close-fitting. The two principal
trusses (11mts x rising 2.1mts, weighing around 0.60 tonnes),
proved challenging to handle during manufacturing and they and
other components required a crane-lorry for delivery to site.
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t the heart of Gelder Joinery’s business philosophy is the training of traditional bench joinery apprentices.
This project has been a wonderful training opportunity for our apprentices. They have needed to read
and interpret technical drawings while building their technical skills including setting out boards to produce
information for others to work to. They have learnt to think flexibly about manufacturing processes of laminated
beams and engineered box sections while developing an understanding of the importance of working accurately,
to high standards and tight deadlines.

Every employee at Gelder Joinery has played a part in this wonderful restoration project and all are thrilled with
the outcome so far.The story will continue as we now embark on manufacturing two Loggias (6.4mts x 5.4mts x
2.6mts high), one with closed roof and lantern light, two pergolas (36.6mts x 5.4mts) and a tennis pavilion (3.6mts
x 3.6mts x 2.3mts) with decorative internally exposed roof.
Credits: All the employees at Gelder Joinery, Oxford; Jonathan Lees Architects, Bristol (Jon, Scott, Becky, Jessica); Vale Bronze Casements,
Grantham; Whitmore Timber Merchants, Leicestershire; Quercus Forest Products, Banbury; Timbmet Ltd, Oxford; Border Hardwoods, Shrewsbury;
Oxford Ironmongery, Oxford; Peter East Decorating, Oxford and Phil Sills Photography, London.

Left and below: The house prior and post
restoration.
The House was originally designed by
and built for Mr M Maberly-Smith, who
was a pupil of Sir Edwin Lutyens. It is
considered of architectural importance
and at the time of construction in 1908
was considered a “balance between
science and the art in building”.
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